Reproducibility of primary motor cortex somatotopy under controlled conditions.
The somatotopic organization of the contralateral primary motor cortex (M1) and its intra- and intersubject reproducibility has been the subject of many investigations and controversies. A potential explanation for a least some of the conflicting results could be the lack of movement control in the studies performed. The purpose of this study was to investigate these issues under controlled experimental conditions. Functional MR imaging was performed in 12 healthy volunteers performing hand, finger, wrist, elbow, foot, and tongue movements. Two experimental sessions were separated by 2 weeks. Controlled conditions were achieved by means of a custom-designed arm and hand manipulandum providing standardization of the movements within and across subjects. The experiments revealed a clear large-scale somatotopy of the contralateral M1 with distinct subregions controlling the foot, arm, and tongue. Despite considerable overlap of the volumes, geometric centers of gravity (COGs) showed statistically significant differences in coordinates between the elbow, wrist, fingers, and hand. COGs showed a high degree of intra- and interindividual reproducibility, particularly for the upper limb movements, in contrast to the activation volumes that proved to be unreliable parameters, despite the controlled conditions. These findings support the existence of a gross-scale somatotopic organization yet also demonstrate a clear, fine-scale somatotopy of the within-arm representations. Furthermore, they reveal high reproducibility of the COGs when standardized conditions are applied. This observation highlights the need for movement control to allow for intra- and intersubject comparison.